
Content Standards/Rubric Review

Materials Needed
• Content Standards and Indicators
• MLR documents
• Draft Rubrics
• DOK Resources

Outcomes
• Close review of indicators and rubrics
• Align standards, indicators, and rubrics to rigor required in MLRs
• Develop student friendly language for rubrics (I can statements)
• Revise as needed standards, indicators, and rubrics

Procedure/Protocol
1. “unpack” the performance indicator by writing out student friendly 

language for the indicator (this can be a series of I can statements or 
learning outcomes for the indicator).   An example is shown below.

2. Be sure these I can statements are at the same DOK level. (See DOK 
resources).
3. Use these I can statements as the meets category in the rubric.
4. Review the language in the rubric for the level above meets and below.  
Be sure that the language is student friendly and describes measurable 
student outcomes.  

Performance Indicator I Can…
Determine or clarify the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in the text, including 
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; 
analyze the impact of specific word and phrase 
choices on meaning and tone.

• I can figure out precisely what an author means 
by the word choices in the text.

• I can tell the difference between when an 
author intends a word to be understood literally 
and when an author is using a word as part of a 
figure of speech.

• I can analyze how the author’s word choices 
affect his or her meaning or tone.



• The level below can be described at a lower DOK level (shifting the 
cognitive demand downward), with reference to less difficult materials 
or contexts, or as needing support instead of being able to complete 
independently.

• The level above can be described at a higher DOK level (shifting the 
cognitive demand upward) or with reference to more difficult materials 
or contexts.

5. Redraft standards, indicators, or rubrics to be piloted this year.
6. Share these revised standards, indicators, or rubrics with all department 
members and Shawn.


